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On being asked to introduce a prospective student to the Sophist
Protagoras, Socrates agreed and then in his characteristic manner
asked why. ‘‘What is he,’’ Socrates inquired of the student, ‘‘and
what will he make of you’’?1 The same question may be posed
today about our society’s chief site of higher learning. What is the
modern university, and what will it make of its students?

And not just its students. What will it make of its faculty who
spend the major portion of their professional lives in colleges and
universities? And of the larger society that finances those institu-
tions and entrusts its young to them to cultivate their minds and
their character as citizens? What is the university and what will it
make of us all?

The answer is no longer as clear as it once was. American
colleges and universities have acquired many new functions in
recent years and been buffeted by a variety of forces. Disinvestment
in higher education has gutted programs, forced retrenchments,
and raised tuition.2 Simultaneously, a tidal wave of new students
has descended on overcrowded classrooms and those students’
diversity in age, ethnicity and background has imposed new
challenges on the institution.

Inside the ivied walls a regimen of downsizing, outsourcing
and cost-cutting produces a tier of overworked and underpaid
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instructors, depriving students of long-term faculty relationships
and eroding the protections of acadamic freedom. Faculty entrepre-
neurship is eroding collegiality. Instructional technology is deperso-
nalizing the college experience. Some charge that multiculturalism
and postmodernism have politicized the university and compro-
mised its public legitimacy.3

From one direction, books like What Business Wants from Higher
Education declare graduates unfit for the knowledge-based econ-
omy and call on colleges and universites to ‘‘reskill’’ recycled work-
ers because ‘‘the shelf life’’ of a college degree is declining,4 and
some forums go so far as to call for ending tenure. From the
opposite direction, observers decry a vocational drift already so
advanced that liberal education has been reduced to ‘‘an
ornament . . . a legitimating mechanism for a host of more prosaic
[job-training] functions.5

Within the swirl of change, charge and countercharge a master
trend, is clear, and needs to be acknowledged, lest we miss the
forest for the individual trees. That is the corporatization of the uni-
versity, a process linking the more serious of these changes. Cor-
poratization, as I will use the term, refers not only to the
subordination of academic programs to outside business interest,
but also to the more troubling intrusion of corporate forms of
governance and market criteria of performance into the institution
as a whole. It accounts for a growing propensity to view the aca-
demic forest in terms of board-feet of timber.

Carried to its conclusion this process would work profound
changes in higher education and the intellectual life of the nation.
It would deny students the substance of a liberal education and
close-off the distinctively American path to advancement, leaving
them well-trained but uneducated, a captive audience in a new sec-
tor of mass marketing. It would deprofessionalize faculty, ‘‘unbun-
ble’’ their tasks and routinize the remaining detail labor. And it
would deprive the society of a vital public sphere, changing what
the university could make of us by changing the type of contribu-
tions and intellectual activity made possible by our campuses.

College and university campuses were traditionally places
where students encountered not only separate disciplines and
forms of truth (scientific, philosophical, artistic) but a habit of mind
that negotiated between and went beyond those disciplines, a lar-
ger reasoning that drew together different areas of knowledge
and enabled students to make sense of their world. This is a
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qualitative not quantitative reason, acquired in personal interaction
and debate, the product of collaborative activity and a civic cul-
ture—a public reason. The qualitative judgement often learned
and exercised by faculty through communicative interaction on
hiring and policy committees is a part of it.

This is the ‘‘habit of mind,’’ as John Henry Cardinal Newman de-
scribed it, that enables one to discern ‘‘the great outlines’’ of struc-
tures, ‘‘the principles on which [they] rest, the scale of [their] parts’’
and that enables a mind to locate itself in them—to ‘‘ever know
where it stands’’ (‘‘not . . . know[ing] the relative disposition of
things,’’ he added, being ‘‘the state of slaves or children.’’ 6) If, as
the quip has it, higher education is what’s left after you’ve forgotten
all the facts, then acquiring this habit is its substance.

Current changes in the university would alter all this. The
enclosure of the knowledge commons that is currently occuring (in
David Noble’s historically resonant phrase)7 would privatize a major
public resource and keep its elements permanently dis-integrated.
Business interests’ efforts to rationalize pieces of campus operations
to make them more serviceable to outside interests would change
the institution’s fundamental thoughtways, rendering them more
narrow, partial and instrumental.8 Instead of creating a whole that
was more than the sum of its parts, the process would provide one
thatwas distinctly less. Instead of being the seed-bed for public reason
the university would become a redoubt of administrative rationality.
Instead of teaching students (and faculty) to know where they stand,
it would prepare themonly to fit into aworld they don’t comprehend.

I want in what follows to show how this corporatization affects
the substance, structure and function of the university, trace its
epistemological and political implications and explain the dangers
it poses for faculty, students and the larger society. This requires
that I challenge the narrative usually told about the American uni-
versity, the story that justifies and underwrites its current course of
development. It also requires that I address the image of faculty
identity implicitly framed by that story, for it is a case of mistaken
identity and rooted in serious confusion about academic neutrality.
In the last section I will outline the alternative to the corporate uni-
versity hinted in the dissenting statements and commentaries of
faculty and students over the last decade as they have groped their
way toward a forgotten branch of the liberal arts tradition. It has
important implications for what is taught, who is taught and how
the university is organized beyond the classroom.
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THE MID-CENTURY AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

The Rise of the Multiversity

The current story begins at mid-twentieth century, the Golden Age
of the American university. By the terms of the social compact
enacted during the 1950s and 1960s, the public gained access to
higher education at minimal tuition, the federal government
acquired a capacity for basic research and development, and uni-
versities secured regular support and protections for academic free-
dom. The lessons of the Manhattan Project and Big Science had not
been lost on decision makers. Bolstered by the mechanism of con-
tract overhead and the National Defence Education Act (1958),
the federal-grant university came of age and quickly eclipsed its
land-grant predecessor. By 1960 it enjoyed one hundred times the
funding it had received twenty years before.9

Enrollment in postsecondary schools tripled from 1945 to the late
1950s due partly to the G.I. Bill, and then almost doubled again, to 8
million students by the late 1960s. More faculty were hired in that
decade than ever before.10 The growth in size was accompanied by
an expansion in scope and functions, until Clark Kerr announced
that what has been a unitary institution had become a ‘‘multi-
versity’’. In his acclaimed Uses of the University (1963), he presented
the new organon as a compound of three structures ‘‘partially at
war with itself’’: the old liberal-arts academy eulogized by Cardinal
Newman, the research and professional-training institute analyzed
by Abraham Flexner, and the knowledge production facility cham-
pioned by Kerr himself.11

Kerr, who became a chief theorist of this hybrid institution,
established a main theme of the new story when he identified its cen-
tral function as ‘‘knowledge production and distribution’’ for what he
already sawwould become a knowledge-based society. The university
‘‘and segments of industry are becoming more alike,’’ he announced.
Indeed, it was itself becoming a ‘‘knowledge industry.’’ And (having
lost the shared purpose necessary for a community) that meant it
would inevitably come to resemble a bureaucracy, with a new admin-
istrative class at its helm. Expressing a confidence in the technocratic
ascendance that hearkened back to James Burnham’s Managerial
Revolution, Kerr believed that expert knowledge wielded by the new
mandarins would direct both private power and federal largesse
toward unprecedented benefits for ‘‘post-industrial society’’.12
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But Kerr’s, we remember, was not the only view of things. His
account was greeted within a year by the free speech battle in
Berkeley that attacked ‘‘the knowledge factory,’’ and by a lucid
counter-vision drawn by Paul Goodman in Compulsory Mis-
education and the Community of Scholars. Goodman saw the univer-
sity straightforwardly as in decline from its original status in the
middle ages as a free corporation composed of self-governing
faculty bodies and dedicated to ‘‘educate the free young (liberi) to
be free citizens and independent professionals.’’ Over the centuries
universities had always defined themselves as ‘‘schools for inde-
pendent professionals, communities of scholars, and centers of free
inquiry.’’ And they deserved special respect today to the extent
that they were ‘‘the only important face-to-face self-governing
communities still active in our society.’’13

Colleges’ and universities’ core purpose in Goodman’s eyes, with
echoes of Dewey, was to help students become aware of ‘‘their own
best powers’’ in such a way as to also play a ‘‘useful role in society,’’
and to equip them to continue educating themselves after gradu-
ation. He was willing to accept the idea that college prepared people
for work, he wrote, if we understood by that term its older sense of
the ‘‘fulfillment of one’s possibilities, work as the vocation that gives
justification.’’ For the schools to become ‘‘service stations’’ for domi-
nant social interests was to betray this mission. The research con-
tracts Kerr welcomed Goodman therefore labeled ‘‘outsider’s
work,’’ the purposes and methods of which would corrupt the real
job of the university.14 Though he agreed that the new administra-
tors might be useful ‘‘caretakers and functionaries’’ for higher edu-
cation, Goodman saw them as unfit to serve as its captains, because
‘‘the ultima ratio of administration is that a school is a teaching
machine’’ not ‘‘a community of teaching and learning.’’15

It speaks to Kerr’s candor that he admitted many of these
charges and went further than his critics. He pointed out that the
rise of the knowledge industry would promote the authority of
administrators and academic entrepreneurs at the cost of that of
teachers. He predicted that many faculty would ‘‘shift their identi-
fication and loyalty’’ to new funding sources and become ‘‘tenants
rather than owners’’ of the institution. He foresaw that power
would therefore move ‘‘outside the original community’’ and gravi-
tate to the administration and ‘‘leadership groups in the society’’
(denying, however, that the latter entailed ‘‘control in any deleteri-
ous sense’’ because he failed to conceive of the costs of secret
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nuclear research or complicity in the Vietnam War). He and those
for whom he spoke considered this all, however, to be secondary.
According to the narrative then taking shape, the American univer-
sity had always been a utilitarian affair, and its modern incarnation
stayed true to its origins. It was immensely ‘‘productive,’’ whatever
the complaints. It was useful. It fullfilled the ‘‘national purpose’’
and was ‘‘for everybody’s sake.’’16

This new story also implied for faculty members a role as
demanding as it was prestigious. It depicted professors as deserv-
ing of rights and status but at the same time as tethered to the fates
of their institutions. While granting them authority in the classroom
and laboratories, then, it silently enjoined them not to rock the boat
or do anything that would jeopardize the status of their institution.
This called for a delicate balancing act, but one for which instruc-
tion by the presumed epistemology of the natural sciences seemed
apt. By this teaching, the trick was to strike a posture of objectivity
or neutrality before one’s material, reporting on one’s subject mat-
ter and turning one’s eyes away from the larger questions and
picture. The professional ideal became the positivist one of objec-
tive recording of material without straying into ‘‘subjective’’
interpretation, by explicitly promoting certain values, for example,
or making public comments about the operations of the university
itself. Academic freedom became hostage to this form of academic
neutrality.

One thing further needs to be noted about this new narrative. It
presented the reorganization of higher education as a response to
changes already occuring elsewhere and to a course of economic
advance already charted. It was a tale told then in the passive voice.
Academics were ‘‘called on’’ to change with the times; ‘‘impera-
tives’’ were imposed that had to be accepted; the university ‘‘was
becoming’’ more like industry.17 Things were in the saddle, appar-
ently, and rode men. Policy choices were masked and camouflaged
as inevitabilities rather than openly identified and defended. It was
not a question of good or bad, wise or foolish, but only whether one
was aboard the locomotive of history or still grumbling back at the
station.

The story was neat, reassuring and persuasive. But its triumphal
teleology also rewrote the actual history of the institution in two
important ways. First, it exaggerated the degree to which the
American university had been an exclusively utilitarian enterprise
and overlooked its early political functions. And second, it elided
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recognition of the character of business influence over the univer-
sity during its formative years. Recent scholarship has cast these
matters in a different light.

Chapters in American Academe

Chapter 1
The history of the American university is often presented as begin-
ning for all intents and purposes with what are seen as the nar-
rowly utilitarian and market-oriented goals of the Morrill Act of
1862, the organic act for land-grant colleges and later Extension
Services.18 This act authorized construction of institutions for
instruction in fields ‘‘related to agriculture and the mechanic arts.’’

Agitation for passage of this act certainly entailed a good deal of
derision of the Eastern elites and need to learn the classics and
‘‘dead languages’’. (What would such studies ‘‘do about hog chol-
era?’’ on Midwestern Solon demanded to know.) But the plain
words of the act do not support the usual allegations of its narrow-
ness. Senator Justin Morrill took care in drafting it to specify that
the agricultural and mechanical instruction should take place
‘‘without excluding other scientific and classical studies,’’ and
‘‘in order to promote the liberal and practical education of the in-
dustrial classes in the several pursuits and professions in life.’’19

Morrill’s model was the Northwest Ordinance of 1787, drafted by
Thomas Jefferson, founder of the nation’s first public university, a
directive mandating that future states of the territory establish
and ‘‘maintain forever . . . semina[ries] of learning’’ because ‘‘religi-
on, morality and knowledge [are] necessary to good government
and the happiness of mankind.’’20

Good government and the happiness of mankind are not parti-
cularly narrow, utilitarian goals. (Nor were the more doctrinaire
puroses of the many denominational colleges that dotted the Eastern
and Southern landscapes at the time.) The fact is that the utilitarian
orientation in America existed within a larger Whig-Republican
perspective that perceived higher education as a crucial step in the
formation of a self-governing people.21 The outlook valued practical
instruction as part of a broader training undertaken ‘‘for the dignity
of the commonwealth . . . to furnish the [republican] citizen the
means to discharging the duties imposed on him.’’ This view was
widespread in the nineteenth century, leading in post-Gold Rush
California, for example, to defense of ‘‘a sound and liberal learning’’
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in what would later become U.C., because such learning would
stabilize social conditions, nurture a ‘‘common humanity,’’ and
‘‘teach the security and honor of republican principles.’’22

Such arguments did not address job training and prospective
economic prosperity. The practical, local-service orientation of the
land-grant colleges constitutied a particular approach to liberal
education and not a repudiation of it. The Morrill Act actully pro-
vided the basis for the subsequent expectation in America, nearly
alone among nations, that a general, liberal education should pre-
cede advanced, specialized instruction, and that everyone was
entitled to it.23 By the end of the century the socialist Edward
Bellamy produced a variant of the civic republican view which
represented access to higher education as rooted not simply in
private right, but in the right of all to live in a civilized society
and enjoy the benefit of educated neighbors.24

The real point about American higher education in the nine-
teenth century is that it was understood to be a public good and
the university a public endowment, dedicated to developing
public-oriented minds, and properly supported by public monies.
That view survived through the Progressive Era and lingered on
into the New Deal. The late thirties, for example, found California’s
State Department of Education seeking to defend the function of the
state colleges as that of ‘‘interpreting democracy to the people.’’ It is
to this outlook that C. Wright Mills referred when he wrote that

the prime task of public education, as it came widely to be understood in
this country, was politics: to make the citizen more knowledgeable and
thus better able to think and judge of public affairs.

And it was this outlook that lay behind his conviction that a
public education was one that gave ‘‘individuals and pub-
lics . . . confidence in their own capacities to reason.’’25

Chapter 2
This view of higher education underwent a decisive shift at the end
of the nineteenth century and in the Progressive Era, the founding
period of the modern institution. Following the example of Johns
Hopkins, universities launched graduate schools and research insti-
tutes. Modern disciplines emerged as organized fields.26 The elec-
tive system gained converts. With the Wisconsin Idea the
university became ‘‘an experiment station in politics, in social and
industrial legislation, in the democratization of science and higher
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education.’’27 Registering the shift from civic republican to corpor-
ate liberal bearings, however, that Idea saw the university fulfilling
its public mission through the contributions of its experts and pro-
fessionals rather than its effects on the broad mass of citizens.

Less noted during the same period, boards of governors, those
curious American growths on the body collegial unknown to
Oxford, Padua or Paris, began to shift in their internal make-up
from clergymen to businessmen. The ‘‘pecuniary surveillance’’ of
these boards was what particularly galled Thorstein Veblen, along
with the new-model presidents who served them, both given to
‘‘bootless meddling with academic matters . . . [they were] in no
special degree qualified to judge.’’28 The boards gave business di-
rect oversight of the emerging university and produced claims to
private property rights, Clyde Barrow notes, in the society’s ‘‘ma-
terial means of mental production’’ (the schools, their land and
buildings), launching an enduring dispute in the process about
who ‘‘owns’’ a university.29

Private industry exerted its influence not only through these
boards, but through well-advertised philanthropies and strategic
endowment of chairs, as well as through the new higher education
foundations associated with major financial groups. (The Foun-
dation for the Advancement of Teaching CFAT, was linked to
Carnegie interests, the American Council on Education, ACE, to
Rockefeller, and so forth.) These sought the administrative rationa-
lization of university operations and centralization of authority on
the same lines recently imposed in their corporate domains. In a
few cases they shaped the content of emerging disciplines as well.30

Already in 1905 CFAT’s president wrote an article asking, ‘‘Shall
the University Become a Business Corporation?’’ A year later Freder-
ick Winslow Taylor’s associate Morris Cooke completed a report
answering, in effect, yes. ‘‘The application of [organizing] principles
to one industry is little different from the application to any other,’’
he stated. His study for the first time treated professors as mental
workers and charged the university, Barrow writes, ‘‘with the
responsibility to train people for jobs, rather than for character, cit-
izenship or leadership.’’31 Though the full rationalization of the
university was not possible at the time, the foundations did succeed
in establishing standardized measures of student and faculty loads,
certifying disciplinary boundaries and establishing the bureaucratic
routines in which American higher education would be subsequently
encased. Some of that ordering was undoubtedly welcome in a world
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replete with barber’s colleges and Theosophile ‘‘universities’’. But it
also introduced what Goodman would later call the ‘‘spirit-breaking
regimentation’’ of undergraduate education.32 And it launched a long-
term political campaign to expropriate faculty powers waged behind
the façade of neutral, scientific management.33

But something else was also distinctive of this era, unacknowl-
edged by the mid-century narrative. The Progressive Era witnessed
the birth of a counter-movement to the business offensive, dedicated
to the articulation and defense of academic freedom. That movement,
initiated by members of the new American Association of University
Professors (AAUP) in defense of scholars who had been punished for
their controversial teachings (e.g., Darwinism or populist economics),
revealed higher education professors’ growing identification of them-
selves as members of a professional body.34

The idea of academic freedom has its roots in German lehrfreiheit
and lernfreiheit (the freedoms of teaching and learning); but it was a
distinctly American product, partially overlapping First Amend-
ment principles. The AAUP defined it as being comprised of the
freedom of inquiry and research, the freedom in the classroom to
teach without censorship, and the freedom to speak and act in
the world beyond the campus.35 Keenly aware of the new threats
to higher education, proponents of academic freedom insisted from
AAUP’s very first statement in 1915 that the idea of a

university as an ordinary business venture, and of academic teaching as a
purely private employment, manifests . . . a radical failure to apprehend the
nature of the social function discharged by the professional scholar.36

Though over the years many faculty members have thought of
academic freedom as consisting of protections for individual scho-
lars and teachers from outside interference, its heart lies rather in its
claim to the collective right to self-governanace.37 This is no
traditional assertion of guild privilege (though it entails demands
that academics alone be permitted to license new practitioners
and to sit in evaluation of each other). The academic enterprise car-
ries special responsibilities and obligations. A central purpose of
faculty self-governance, Thomas Haskell explains, is not to limit
competition, (as with a guild) but to intensify it. As Arthur Lovejoy
put it at the time, ‘‘The price of participation in . . . [the university] is
perpetual exposure to criticism,’’ perpetual subjection,—in a striking
image—to the ‘‘friendly violence . . . and correcting action
of . . . complementary minds.’’38
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The appeal to academic freedom received little support, however,
at the time. Tenure was rare and few colleges possessed academic
senates. Professors accordingly accommodated themselves to the
new conditions in exchange for quite limited procedural guarantees,
the nature of that accommodation establishing enduring fissures in
American faculty identity. Professionals, who by European tradition
and institutional mission should have been governors of their own
community, accepted the authority of trustees and the resulting
ambiguity about the ownership of the enterprise. Teachers and scho-
lars who required professional autonomy for the discharge of their
duties reconciled themselves to administrative rationality by
restricting their freedom, and to trustee power, after a few salutary
punishments for free-thinkers, by abandoning controversial topics
as uninteresting and unprofessional. Presumed bearers of a demo-
cratic promise, they accepted corporate restriction on higher learn-
ing on the meritocratic claim that youth of talent had equal access
to their gifts, matters of class, race and gender being conveniently
ignored.39 The faultlines though pervasive and persistent would
remain unacknowledged.

The Gelded Age, and Misuses of the University

‘‘A university is what a college becomes when the faculty loses interest in
students.’’—John Ciardi.40

Viewed against these shifts in story line the Golden Age loses some
of its glitter. Talking nothing away from the multiversity’s ability to
attract large amounts of funding and students, its growth in size
and authority was accompained by a marked narrowing of pur-
pose. Three different conceptions had by now emerged in America
of what the university might make of us—the political (making citi-
zens for ‘‘the dignity of the commonwealth’’), the personal (devel-
oping people’s best potentials), and the economic (training
productive workers). Of these, the production-for-service model
concentrated almost exclusively on the third.

The problem with this was not with the service. Jefferson’s
provision for ‘‘good government’’ aimed at service. So did Cardinal
Newman desire to ‘‘rais[e] the intellectual tone of society, [and] culti-
vat[e] the public mind’’ (his disdain for utilitarianism notwithstand-
ing).41 The problem was with the narrowness of that service, and
with the fact that the mid-century compact made no provision for
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members of the academic community themselves to deliberate and
decide uponwhat they would serve. It annexed university energies to
the ‘‘national interest’’ as defined by dominant interests, and expected
faculty to hitch their talents and efforts to ends they could not
question, ends that couldwell turn out to be at oddswith their respon-
sibilities as scholars. Its vaunted neutrality was a false neutrality.

What the model would make of students and faculty, (and was
an intellectual type first identified by Randolph Bourne during
the First World War) was someone who was technically skilled
but had not understanding of ‘‘the political or interpretive’’ aspects
of official policies. It was a professional who would enthusiastically
make him or herself instruments of ‘‘the ends as announced from
above.’’42

It was a type that would become familiar in the twentieth
century, of which the most cautionary example, perhaps, was
offered by the Vietnam-era economist who helped coordinate
Michigan State University’s project with the CIA propping up
and arming Vietnamese President Diem’s repressive dictatorship,
but later attributed his and his colleagues’ ‘‘appalling’’ partici-
pation in the project to their lack of any larger ‘‘historical perspec-
tive.’’ ‘‘We had been conditioned . . .not to ask the normative
question,’’ he explained. ‘‘We have only the capacity . . . to serve
the policy,’’ not to ‘‘question and judge’’ it.43

Nor were the service and research functions of the new model
adequately squared with its teaching and its social functions. This
was a fateful oversight at the vary moment when the question of
mass higher education occupied the center of public attention. What
should be regimen originally designed for elites look like once it was
made available to the broad public? The new model’s silence on the
matter provided its tacit answer. For even the goal of ‘‘advancing’’
knowledge (broader than ‘‘producing’’ it on demand) does not
necessarily entail the development of students’ potentials and culti-
vation of intellectual abilities seen by Goodman and the students
themselves as being at the heart of higher education.44

It was not surprising, then, that it was the students who led the
resistance to Kerr’s model. Free speech was a fitting casualty of
the effort to supplant education for public reason by administrative
rationality, a maker of breach them opening up between the old
liberalism of democratic citizenship and the new one of organiza-
tional systems, and between the idea of the university as a public
sphere and the model of it as tool for economic prosperity. The
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reason students would no longer ‘‘take part . . . in the operations of
the machine’’ and had to throw their ‘‘bodies on the gears,’’ 1964
protest leader Mario Savio announced explicitly, was because they
were ‘‘sick at heart’’ at being treated as ‘‘raw material’’ by the
‘‘knowledge factory.’’ They did not ‘‘mean to end up being bought
by some clients of the University, be they the government, be they
industry, be they organized labor, be they anyone!’’—concluding
because he thought the point had been lost: We’re human beings!’’45

Academic faculty did not raise the same concerns. Most now
participated in faculty senates, though a ‘‘dual authority structure’’
had emerged by which decentralized, collegial faculty control of
scholarship, teaching and learning coexisted with centralized, hier-
archical administrative authority over support functions ranging
from the library to facilities management to financial aid.46 Though
the senates made up part of what was called shared governance,
one student of the arrangement has concluded that it usually
turned out to be ‘‘split governance’’ with different parties assigned
different sectors of decision-making. Faculty accordingly, in his
eyes, enjoyed ‘‘autonomy without control.’’47

Their quietism can also be understood in retrospect, however, as
a product of those unresolved tensions in the professional ideal of
neutrality. About what exactly, according to that ideal, was one
supposed to be neutral? Surely not the principles of effective teach-
ing or the fate of higher education itself. And was the price of pro-
fessionalism that one was supposed to become only a passive
spectator of public life? Did value neutrality mean that one was
not supposed to study topics about which he or she was passion-
ately interested? That good scholarship was produced by indiffer-
ence? These questions were rarely raised, let alone answered.
Under the cloak of neutrality, most faculty abstained from
participation in the larger politics of their institutions and of higher
education nationally.

During the subsequent period business roundtables, founda-
tions, national commissions, educational administrators and rump
parliaments of term-limited legislators all regularly offered advice
about higher education, recommending such things as management
by objectives, distance learning, reinvention and the sacrifice of
‘‘seat time’’ to ‘‘demonstrated outcomes.’’ Those people in the
society most experienced in teaching, most familiar with the minds
and needs of college students, sometimes most informed about the
world, remained silent as a group, focused on their own profession
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or department, hamstrung by prevailing confusions over academic
freedom. ‘‘Being neuter yourselves, you regard history as neuter
too,’’ Nietzsche admonished his own contemporaries.48 A century
later the American professoriat reversed the process, moving from
institutional ethos to personal role.

But Kerr’s picture of the multiversity was the snapshot of a mov-
ing target. Its different components continued to shift until the
knowledge-industry component prevailed, and the liberal-arts col-
lege and independent research institute were reduced to justifying
themselves before its bar of productivity. That industry turned out,
furthermore, to have a different character from what the prophets
of managerial revolution had imagined. Whatever the mid-century
hopes, America’s ‘‘post-industrial’’ economy remained stubbornly
capitalist. For universities to ‘‘become more like industry’’ therefore
meant that they became more subject to the exigencies of cost-
cutting and profit-making, more subordinate to the force of commo-
dification and capital accumulation. The administrator did not
replace the private profiteer, but became reduced to one facet of
his new, corporate persona instead.

And here the story’s peculiar grammar proved decisive. It
offered no basis for resisting the course of affairs and no alternative
to acquiescence. For all its tone of mastery, its underlying message
was drift. That too was apparent in Kerr’s account, or rather in a
running subtext in his famous book of clever asides about courte-
sans, gainful liaisons, violations and the ‘‘young lady from Kent=
who . . . knew what it meant [when] she went.’’49 It was clear from
these remarks that Kerr, at least, was clear about the illegitimacy
of what he proposed, and about its basic passivity. It was not the
young lady from Kent who did the inviting. One could apparently
either attempt unsuccessfully to refuse others’ advances, or give in
and at least get a good dinner out of the deal. By alluding to the
world’s oldest wage-workers, Kerr tried to reconcile his contempor-
aries to the fate of becoming wage-thinkers. The drift was made
explicit in his final advice that, ‘‘The process cannot be stopped.
The results cannot be foreseen. It remains to adapt.’’50

THIS WAY TO THE KNOWLEDGE FACTORY

Higher education is changing profoundly, retreating from the ideals of
liberal arts and the leading-edge research it always has cherished. Instead,
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it its behaving more like the $250 billion business it has become.—Business
Week December 22, 1997.

Ironically, the process to which he advised adaptation left not only
Cardinal Newman and Paul Goodman but Kerr himself and his
milieu behind. That turned out to be the process of corporatization,
as noted, and while its signs and symptoms are many, its underlying
character is manifest in three developments. They affect the substance,
the structure, and ultimately the function of higher education.51

First, business partnerships and the increasing assumption of
business values in higher education administration have affected
the distribution of disciplines and programs on American cam-
puses and allocation of resources between them. The precipitous
decline in government funding forced colleges and universities that
had grown dependent of contracts into the arms of profit-oriented
corporations—for example, to provide technology infrastructure
(with the students’ purchasing power and future buying habits as
collateral.)52 While the character of the resulting influence varies
across different types of institutions, there has been a marked
growth in support for business and engineering schools and pro-
grams with immediate vocational pay-off, and decline of instruc-
tion in the humanities, arts and social sciences.

Business interests also seek to influence the substance of the cur-
riculum, the authors of What Business Wants urging a shift to the
teaching of ‘‘portable skills’’ and ‘‘flexibility’’ as appropriate to a
life of shifting, temporary careers. Once the university’s function
is reduced to job-training, it may also be noted, tracking among
institutions by skill-level will not be far behind. There is no need
to provide those condemned to a life of shifting and low-skill jobs
a liberal education; in fact, it is positively dysfunctional as
Durkheim pointed out long ago. (Those ‘‘accustomed to vast
horizons, total views, broad generalities . . . cannot be confi-
ned . . .within the strict limits of a special task.’’53

Along with these pressures on the substance of teaching, the
passage of the Bayh-Dole Act in 1980, permitting universities to
patent and earn royalties off of campus-based discoveries (pre-
viously considered part of the public domain), attracted private
business to put pressure on the substance of research. A five-year
contract, later signed by a U.C. Berkeley department with biotecho-
nology company Novartus, symbolized the dangers of such
alliances, the department agreeing to put its research agenda
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(and parts of its graduate education) under outside business con-
trol, restrict public knowledge about the research (though it was
part of a public university), place company representatives on the
department’s research committee, and give the corporation first
rights to license any discoveries made. The corrosive character of
such ties has also been revealed by the new campus entrepreneurs,
who turn out to look different in the flesh from what Kerr expected.
A review in the 1990s of 800 research papers found that a third had
been done by scientists with ‘‘a significant financial interest in their
reports’’ because of grants, stock holdings and the like.54 Far from
power being put in the leading string of knowledge, the sitution
has worked in the opposite direction.

The externalization of governance resulting from such arrange-
ments is being further institutionalized in two-dozen states which
have given business a central role in their Master Plan revision
commissions. A 2001 report from the (ACE-sponsored) Business-
Higher Education Forum anticipates the obvious conclusion of such
tendencies. It openly calls on university administrators to promote
collaboration by ‘‘motivating their faculties to . . . creat[e] a cus-
tomer-friendly environment for would-be corporate partners,’’
and to ‘‘adopt hiring, tenure and promotion policies that reward
researchers for collaborating with industries.’’55

Second, beyond its affect on programs and values, the corporate
milieu works profound changes in the institutions’s structure and
organization. It renews the push toward institutional rationaliza-
tion first introduced during Progressivism. Though passing fads
taken over from industry like management information systems
(MIS) in the 1970s, and Total Quality Management or Zero-Based
Budgeting were notably unsuccessful in their promised results,
they had the long-term affect, Robert Birnbaum observes, of ‘‘chan-
ging the way people think about the university.’’56 They accus-
tomed decision-makers to see this most heterogeneous and
complex of institutions as optimally a coherent, integrated system,
oriented toward the single goal of profit. One side of the dual auth-
ority structure has accordingly been able to expand its reach,
progressively centralizing authority on campuses, increasing the
powers of administration and subjecting the work of faculty to
management controls.57

Campus budget offices have become focal sites of the new
university, adopting short-term profitability measures for deciding
on resource allocation. And ‘‘If costs yield nonquantifiable goods of
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the kind common in research and education, it [is] hard for finance
to certify them as valuable investments’’ Christopher Newfield
adds.58 The institutional effects of casting the university as an
industry in capital’s current stage of flexible accumulation turn
out, finally, to be different from what mid-century thinkers like
Adolph Berle and John Kenneth Galbraith and Kerr himself,
expected. Instead of stable institutions, current priorities put a pre-
mium on liquidity, flexibility and rapid response, achieved by
downsizing, outsourching and devaluating of ‘‘bricks and mortar’’
in favor of long-distance technologies, creating a constant regimen
of destabilization. But for this new dispensation to the successful
the power of faculty has to be neutralized and their professional
status broken. It is not surprising that a number of new reports have
appeared depicting higher education faculty not as co-governors of
the institution but as simply that of one advisory stakeholder
among others.59

Beyond the shifts in substance and structure and implicit in
them, finally, is the pressure to transform the university’s economic
function. Press and Washburn point to this when they observe,
‘‘Most striking about today’s academic-industrial complex’’ is not
the inflow of private capital, but the fact that ‘‘universities them-
selves are beginning to look and behave like for-profit corpora-
tions.’’60 State politicians and mid-century pragmatists, like Kerr,
saw the campus serving the economy indirectly by educating its
workforce and future innovators. The new view looks at the college
and university, by contrast, as a direct source of profit-making, a
primary site of capital accumulation. It becomes a store for consu-
mers, a laboratory for patentable inventions or for serving the phar-
maceutical and life-sciences industries, and a source of new
products as teaching and learning materials are commodified and
on-line courses and university itself (as brand-name) are marketed.

It is these shifts which are altering the basic character and
thoughtways of the American campus. The kinds of reasoning cre-
ated by a civic culture and by faculty as they learn to judge between
the apples and oranges of different courses and programs are
products of communicative interaction.61 They are forms of public
reason natural in a civic culture and distinguished both from the
private rationality of market activity and the technical rationality
used in manipulating objects.

But corporate organization, devoted to the unitary goal of
efficient profit-making needs to routinize communication, even
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thought, and to attempt to apply technical reason to social organi-
zation. It achieves commensurability between the diverse parts of
an organization not by the exercise of practiced judgment but the
application of external, quantitative measures to realities that have
been first ‘‘rationalized’’ and broken into measurable units. The
separate parts can then be manipulated, privatized, and run by
managers who are themselves ignorant of the kind of work being
done. The recent assessments fad is essentially a step in the impo-
sition of this new kind of commensurability. The triumph of techni-
cal reason would cripple the university as a democratic public
sphere and training ground for public life.

It is indicative of the distance this process has already gone that
the civic republican view of higher education as a public good is
rarely discussed these days. College campuses are seen by current
leaders as resources for separate individuals seeking private ends—
future jobs and private careers for students to be financed out of
private savings, and private research contracts for serious faculty.62

With lucrative patents in the offing, the knowledge commons as a
place for openness and the free flow of ideas, the public resource
of a rich and fecund gift economy, ceases to exist. Discoveries are
hoarded rather than shared, and the dream of a society constantly
irrigated by the free flow of knowledge and of lives enriched by
having educated fellow-citizens is dashed.63 Civic discourse is
replaced by corporate discourse. Students become consumers,
university presidents CEOs, campus programs profit centers, and
a recent chancellor of the nation’s largest university system
addresses the teaching of students in a chapter titled ‘‘Influence
over Product.’’64

‘‘WE WANT A UNIVERSITY’’

This situation confronts faculty with serious choices, not the least
of which reason is because it destroys the terms of their early
twentieth-century accommodation. The prestige and academic free-
dom accorded them is under attack not only from without but from
within. Their options are few. It is possible, of course, to shut one’s
eyes, keep up appearances and put in for early retirement. Or one
can climb aboard and at least go for the good meal. Or one can
renew the long struggle—not to regain a golden age that that never
existed, but to create genuine institutions of higher learning.
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Where do we find the model for such institutions? Not, unfortu-
nately, with the status quo ante; that’s what brought us where we
are today. The outlines of an alternative are discernible, rather, in
the protest statements, laments and commentaries made about
the corporate university in recent years. These envision an insti-
tution defined by three commitments: to liberal learning, to the
university as a community, and to the protection and extension of
academic freedom. Let us turn to these now.

Liberal Education

The Berkeley students who rebelled against the ‘‘knowledge
factory’’ back in 1964 later published an account of their struggle
under the title, ‘‘We Want a University.’’ What they and other stu-
dents nationally wanted was an institution defined by a central com-
mitment to teaching and learning as well as one which permitted the
exercise of democratic citizenship. The conservative Cardinal New-
man was in full support of the former aspiration. ‘‘If its object were
scientific and philosophical discovery,’’ he wrote with unassailable
logic, ‘‘I do not see why a University should have students.’’65

The essential job of the university for Newman, invoking a
concept that went back to Seneca, was the ‘‘cultivation’’ of students’
minds and abilities: ‘‘[t]o open the mind, to correct it, to refine it, to
enable it to know’’ the ends it serves. The signs of success in that
effort beyond the mastery of a particular course of study were
not course credits or degrees but a ‘‘Philosophic habit of mind’’
‘‘force, steadiness . . . and versatility . . . the command over our
own powers.’’ A properly cultivated intellect was one which

takes a connected view of old and new, past and present, far and
near . . . [and possesses] the power of viewing things at once as a whole.
. . . [This] puts the mind above the influence of chance and necessity. . . . It
ever know where it stands.66

More colloquially, we could say that the goal was to help students
to find and develop their own best voice and to locate themselves in
their history and society. Concern about the shelf life of a degree and
‘‘flexibility’’ is something else altogether. What is the shelf life of
knowing where one stands? Of seeing things as a whole?

Over the centuries a particular type of education has emerged as
distinctively suited to provide this kind of cultivation. This is the
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liberal arts tradition, first conceived in Greece, codified in Rome
then modified during the Middle Ages, consisting of seven subjects
representing the fundamental forms of reasoning and inference
necessary for intellectual maturity and freedom. Though the exact
identity of these subjects has been a constant source of dispute
(going back even to Thomas Aquinas), the purpose of their study
has not. The fourteenth century humanist Vergerio put it in the
same terms Cicero had: ‘‘We call those studies liberal which are
worthy of [i.e., necessary to] a free man.’’67

A commitment to impart the culture of these arts has been at the
heart of the institution called a university. Newman spoke of a ‘‘a
University or Liberal Education’’ as one and the same thing. And
a similar equation is evident in most Americans’ regard for a col-
lege and university education as something that ‘‘opens up new
perspectives,’’ ‘‘helps you learn to love to think about things and
be a good citizen,’’ and ‘‘makes you think in ways you never ima-
gined.’’ Americans do hope that college will help them to get jobs;
but they also want it to do a good deal more besides. It would be
‘‘no less a denial of opportunity,’’ as Pelikan observes, if formerly
underrepresented students gained access to the university today,
but ‘‘in the interest of vocation and professional preparation were
deprived of the opportunity to receive of a liberal education. The
liberal arts could not be jettisoned from the university without
changing fundamentally what the institution is.68

But the important point for the present discussion is that liberal
arts tradition has in fact been two traditions, and that recent resist-
ance to the corporate university has led to a revival of less familiar
but fruitful of the two. In their origins both branches sought to pro-
vide a conscious paidea or course of studies to broaden the minds of
the young and cultivate their character. Both sought to raise them
out of unthinking habit and the press of immediate affairs to refine
their abilities and enable them to consider the broader ends of their
actions. Most Americans are aware of the philosophic branch,
descended from Plato and Aristotle, which sought to achieve these
goals with reference to objective forms (eidei) or ends (teli) lying
above or behind the world of appearance. Fidelity to that tradition
is clear in the familiar statement that the purpose of the university
is to seek truth (some add, ‘‘for its own sake’’). Honor can be safely
granted that ideal as well by legislators and college presidents who
fail to make material provision for it; why should eternal truths
need annual budget appropriations?
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The second branch of the tradition, deriving initially from the
rhetoricians Isocrates (436–338 B.C.), Cicero, and Quintilian, took
its bearings from politics in the largest sense of the term. It looked
to the good of the community and to necessary forms of political
action in it, drawing its regulative ideas from the patterns apparent
in history, comparative politics and, intriguingly, Greek tragedy,
rather than from imminent ideas. It sought to train students for
‘‘correct speech and right action’’ in the world, to produce leaders
and ‘‘the active citizen,’’ and as a means to that, to teach students
about that ‘‘which helps or harms the community.’’69

Though some, starting with Plato, collapsed the distinction
between rhetors and sophists, the scholar Werner Jaeger explains
(in terms suggestive of Habermas) that Isocrates’ concern for the
forms of oratory was rooted in an underlying assumption ‘‘that
all higher education of the intellect depends on cultivating our abil-
ity to understand one another.’’ Liberal arts instruction was
intended then not simply to teach students how to deliver good
speeches, but to impart knowledge about

the forces that hold society together. These are summed up in theword logos.
Higher education means education to the use of speech in this sense—
speech full of meaning about the essential affairs of the life of society. . . . 70

This is the expanded view of oratory that led Cicero to raise it
above the other arts and hold that its mastery required the mastery
of ‘‘all those [other] arts that are proper for a free citizen.’’ Against
such arts he contrasted those of a ‘‘base and menial’’ nature, includ-
ing both labor and commerce.71

Though the influence of the rhetors might be thought to have
lapsed after antiquity, Jaeger and others identify the humanist tra-
dition as its direct descendent. The rhetors’ insistence that the free-
dom of the city and ‘‘obligations of citizenship’’ were preconditions
for individual freedom reappeared in the Renaissance humanist
belief in the social nature of freedom.72

This second branch of the liberal arts tradition once bore a rich
foliage in America before it was pruned back during McCarthyism
and the ideal of academic neutrality became attractive. It is the
tradition that lies behind the Jeffersonian and civic republican
approach to higher education. Its goal of training active citizens
for the good of the community explains why Americans have never
felt it inconsistent (as the philosophic branch does) to combine
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public service and liberal education. The influence of this lineage is
apparent in the work of education theorists like Dewey, Goodman,
Benjamin Barber and Martha Nussbaum. It offers a view of the
liberal arts particularly appropriate to an era which no longer sees
the job of the college as enforcing religious or political dogma, but
rather as helping students critically appraise their traditions and
open their eyes to other cultures.73 It is this idea of the liberal arts
which grounds the university’s potential for helping form and
inform a democratic society.

The fact that new courses of study need to be included in the
liberal arts does not change this. Educators have argued about
the septem artes liberales from the beginning. The aloof Cardinal
Newman easily added science, history and geography to the list.
His goal of enabling people to know where they stand and ‘‘take
a connected view’’ of things would today justify the inclusion of
materials from outside the Western canon, along with cultivation
of an appreciation of the interplay of history and biography that
C. Wright Mills called the sociological imagination. And the way
away from the elite orientation of much traditional liberal edu-
cation was pointed long ago by Epictetus, who wrote that, ‘‘Rulers
may say that only free men should be educated, but we believe that
only educated men are free.’’74

Community

A University is . . . an Alma Mater, knowing her children one by one, not a
foundry, or a mint, or a treadmill.75

The second aspect of the alternative vision of the university is its
revitalization of itself as a community. Karl Jaspers stressed that
the essence of the idea of a universitas since medieval times has been
precisely this status as ‘‘a community of teachers and students.’’76

The face-to-face relations of decentralized collegia have been recog-
nized as being essential to higher learning—conceived, again, not
only as the mastery of subject matters but as the cultivation of
habits of mind and abilities to participate in a civic culture.

The shared purposes distinctive of a community are necessary
for the trust and respect on which the free exchange of ideas and
the subjection of theories to others’ criticism depends. The senti-
ments of a community (rather than of a mill or foundry) are neces-
sary to show students the care that they need, not for ‘‘socialization,’’
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but for the cultivation of their abilities. Community is necessary to
support and maintain that special organization of shared effort and
mutual contribution by which people avail themselves of others
discoveries, for the gift economy of the knowledge commons.
And face-to-face community is a precondition and product of fac-
ulty self-governance. None of these objectives can be provided by
an institution which prizes impersonality, permits the propertiza-
tion of knowledge, and achieves order through bureaucratic rules.

Community is also necessary more fundamentally to fulfill what
might be considered the deep curriculum of the liberal arts. Louis
Menand correctly identifies independence of mind as one of the
objectives of a liberal education.77 But in which class does one learn
that? How is it imparted? In which field is it taught? Clearly not in
any field, but in the ways that the subject-matters of many fields
are conveyed and treated. Independence of mind is elicited, if at
all, through face-to-face conversation, communicative interaction
about things that matter, having to defend one’s views against Love-
joy’s ‘‘friendly violence’’ with all the evidence at one’s command and
change themwhenwarranted, learning, in short, that there are things
worth being independent for. Mills held that a liberal education

includes a sort of therapy in the ancient sense of clarifying one’s knowledge
of one’s self. It includes the imparting of all those skills of controversy with
one’s self which we call thinking; and with other, which we call debate.78

Only a social body capable of having that debate as a matter of
course can elicit those skills and the courage to be independent.

Critics of American higher education since Goodman and the
1960s activists have all placed a high value on community. And
the conservative Newman did as well. So essential was the informal
interaction and colloquy for giving ‘‘birth to a living teaching’’ and
‘‘self education’’ he wrote, that if he were forced to choose between a

so-called University which gave its degrees to any person who passed an
examination in a wide range of subjects [i.e., demonstrated outcomes],
and a university which had no professors or examinations at all, but merely
brought a number of young men together for three or four years. . . .; if I
were asked which of these two methods was the better discipline of the
intellect. . . .which provided better public mean. . . . I have no hesitation in
giving that preference to that University which did nothing.79

Though institutions the size of some of our massive state univer-
sities could never be recast as unified communities, there is no
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reason they could not become a communities of communities, com-
monwealths of smaller and lively publics.

Academic Freedom

The third leg of a revitalized university would be a renewed com-
mitment to academic freedom. Historically, colleges and universi-
ties always had to defend themselves against the encroachments
of churches and monarchs and states. Today faculty have to defend
themselves against private corporations and often against the uni-
versity itself.80 This has led to a view of academic freedom as a mat-
ter of defense, and as a set of protections for the rights of individual
professors. But this is not the only way of understanding its orig-
inating purpose and rationale.

Academic freedom also denotes a collective condition. The early
AAUP statement saw it deriving from ‘‘the social function dis-
charged by the professional scholar.’’81 And though few professors
pause in their daily routines to think about it, their individual free-
doms are products, artifacts, of collegial arrangements—of senates,
unions, colleges, and previous groups and associations that fought
to shore up faculty rights over the years.

Critically important as the negative protections are, the essence
of academic freedom is this positive provision for collective self-
governance and a share in institutional governance— for prof-
essorial authority, that is, over curricular and pedagogical policies
and standards. Stanley Aronowitz explains it as ‘‘the right of the
faculty as a collectively to retain sovereignty over the educational
process.’’82 Academic freedom entails not only immunities, then,
but also capacities—not only a freedom from power but a freedom,
and obligation, to be part of power.

We noted that the original rationale for this power was social.
Historically it has been defended at different times as a necessary
precondition for teaching, for research, and (mistakenly) for
expression of First Amendment rights.83 But it has also been recog-
nized more fundamentally as a precondition for fulfilling the larger,
political mandate of the university itself.

This civic mission has been explained as that of reporting ‘‘the
results of investigation . . . to the general public without fear or
favor’’ (the AAUP, 1915), as ‘‘raising the intellectual tone of society,
cultivating the public mind, [and] purifying the national taste
(Newman), and providing independent expert knowledge, more
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recently. But Immanuel Kant discerned the mandate most clearly,
as speaking reason to society. The basic compact university scholars
had entered into as he saw it was an ‘‘agreement with the citizens to
free the mind.’’ And in order to do that

the university must contain a faculty that is independent of the govern-
ment’s command with regard to its teaching; one that . . . is free to evaluate
everything, and concerns itself with the interests of the sciences, that is,
with truth: one in which reason is authorized to speak out publicly.84

The university from this perspective is an instrument society
establishes for reflection on both its past and its possible futures,
a lens by which it gains a perspective on itself. It is in and also
partly not of the society. And the purpose of academic freedom is
not only to protect political dissenters and disciplinary innova-
tors—essential as those protections are—but also to preserve auton-
omous judgment and thoughtful detachment as a critical resource
for the society. To thwart or impair the autonomy necessary for that
function therefore harms the society by working a profound rever-
sal in the logic of the institution. Instead of providing a way for
social institutions to understand themselves and appraise their
activities, the university becomes a tool for indoctrinating students
in present practices and enforcing intellectual conformity. Instead
of offering a means for students to find their own powers and
understand their world, it turns to channeling them into predeter-
mined slots. Instead of creating citizens it trains mere subjects.

To strengthen both the negative and positive aspects of academic
freedom it will be necessary for faculty to reassert their autonomy.
This does not mean their detachment. Universities should serve their
societies, and performing basic and applied research in the biosciences
and public health, energy, food productivity and transportation is not
contradictory to the purposes of higher education, especially when so
many in America and the world remain poor, ill and hungry.85

What needs to be reasserted is faculty’s moral autonomy, their
right to deliberate and help decide the ends and social purposes
their university serves—to make sure that its conforms to the con-
structive and liberating purposes of higher education, and that it is
undertaken for public purposes and not simply private profit or
institutional aggrandizement. This cannot be left to funding agen-
cies, business partners or campus presidents. But such assertion
promises to be a flashpoint of conflict. The authors of What Business
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Wants among others have already stated that, ‘‘The autonomous
culture of higher education may . . .work against developing the
[marketable] skills’’ they seek, and recommends ‘‘flexibility’’ and
‘‘teamwork’’ instead.86

That advice recalls Clark Kerr’s earlier call for adaptability. It is
important to note, however, that the educator had by the time the
new book was published pulled back from his previous conclu-
sions. In the third, 1995, postscript to his book, Kerr acknowledged
that there is ‘‘more to a university’’ than what sells in the market.

Some such non-market needs are training for good citizenship, advancing
cultural interest and capabilities of graduates, providing critiques of society
(we hope from a scholarly perspective), and supporting scholarship that
has no early, if ever, monetary returns.

Where he had once denied that the externalization of governance
posed any danger, Kerr now also emphasized autonomy from exter-
nal forces as one of the essential conditions of a healthy university.87

CONCLUSION: RETHINKING THE PROFESSION

Education is a moral and political and always presupposes a . . .preparation
for particular forms of social life, a particular rendering of what community
is, and what the future might hold.88

The alternative idea of a university devoted to the publicly-
grounded form of liberal arts, to the campus as a community and
to the centrality of academic freedom presupposes a different vision
of society from the corporate model, and a different vision of fac-
ulty identity. Current American faculty resemble the Austrian
bourgeoisie of 1848 as Peter Gay describes them in Schnitzler’s
Century. While petitioning for a share in decision-making, they
too often left

the pervasive impression of a largely inert collection of loyal servants
fortunate enough to profit from the course of events rather than imposing
themselves on them.89

Bearers of a conflicted role that leaves the big decisions to others
and construes faculty rights as individuals endowments, their
efforts at neutrality have manifested themselves in a similar loyalty
and inertness.
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But what exactly, then, is this quality? No one expects professors to
remain neutral in a conflict between truth and falsehood, or between
originality and plagiarism. A judge who remained impartial between
valid testimony and perjury would be impeached. What is called neu-
trality is actually a position struck within a complex web of principles
and standards which are all deeply value-laden. Scholars and profes-
sors spend years mastering those principles and learning what to be
neutral about, as do judges and laboratory scientists.

It is not because of a lack of values or impartiality between them
that a faculty member is expected to treat all students equally and
or eschew indoctrination, or a scholar is required to revise past con-
clusions in light of new evidence. Nor is it because of the search for
Truth, conceived as the search for objective forms lying above or
beneath appearances. (To the extent that such motives inspire
faculty at all today, it is probably of a Peircean rather than a
Platonic character, seeing truth as the hoped-for convergence of
opinion ‘‘by all who investigate,’’ and goal for the future rather
an imminence in the present.)90

The idea of neutrality suggests a backing-away, a retreat or
quashing (of bias or passion). But refusing to favor some students
over others and being willing to look at uncomfortable new facts
are not the products of a backing-away or of disinterest. They are
the signs of an active embrace of certain intellectual values and
principles. And the maintenance and fulfillment of those principles
requires a specific kind of politics within the university and a spe-
cific kind between the university and the society. If the liberal arts
provides the education worthy of a free man and woman, then the
branch of it I have emphasized recognizes that that freedom has a
political scaffolding and is not a matter simply of the ideas.

It is of the utmost importance today that faculty emphasize these
principles and the politics they presuppose, and be prepared to
actively defined and promote them.91 Toni Morrison offers an
example of this when she asserts that, ‘‘Values are implicit in ‘‘every-
thing I say, write and do. And so it should be.’’ The university needs to

take seriously and rigorously its role as guardian of wider civic freedoms,
as interrogator of . . . complex ethical problems, as servant and preserver of
deeper democratic practice.92

Without a conscious, public commitment to these values and poli-
tics the teacher and scholar as an autonomous professional will
not survive.
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This article has summarized the reasons why. The insulation
from outside influence once provided by state legislatures—and,
for private colleges, by independent trustees—is being eroded by
budget crises and disinvestment. New administrators tend to view
the university as a ‘‘social atavism’’ and hope to remake it ‘‘in the
image of the corporation,’’ being contemptuous of its traditions,
including tenure, shared governance, autonomy and independence
of mind.93 They see the value of the university as equivalent to the
‘‘value-added’’ of their products for prospective clients. (And those
troubled about the politicization of the university might more
profitably look to schools of Educational Administration than to
beleaguered Ethnic Studies programs).

Faculty who wish to provide a rich higher education for their stu-
dents, to defend their own rights and build colleges and universities
capable of speaking reason to society (and to retain its ability to give
‘‘individuals and publics . . . confidence in their own capacities to rea-
son’’94 will have to take a firmer public stand defending these princi-
ples than they have in recent decades. There is no one else to do it.

But in order to become activist professionals they also have
to reconceive faculty identity. ‘‘The faculty must [undergo] . . . a
self-determined transformation,’’ explains professor and former
faculty-union organizer James Sullivan.

A profession without power and autonomy is no profession at all . . .Only if
a majority of faculty nationwide . . . succeed in re-creating their culture from
within will there be a realistic chance for establishing a true profession.95

But they will only be able to recreate their culture from within if
they establish their own autonomous narrative and story, a point-
of-view independent from the administrators’ about the character
and purposes of the institution. And they will only be able to recre-
ate their culture if they become citizens beyond their narrow
disciplines and department in the larger life of their college and
university, understand that public action is not inconsistent with
but necessary to their identity as professionals, and understand
too that their calling is fundamentally collective in its character.
Some faculty are already becoming more active in these ways. This
is evident in increased faculty organization, unionization, lecturer
mobilization and direct involvement with state legislatures. But
the effort to transform faculty culture will have to become more
widespread if universities are to become capable of making of their
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students free people, of their faculty genuine professionals, and of
themselves ‘‘not merely schools for the public, but schools of pub-
licness; institutions where we learn what it means to be a public.’’96

The corporate road map for higher education is not concerned
with such things. But as H. G. Wells put it long ago,

It is not by setting up polling booths, but by setting up schools and making
literature and knowledge and news universally accessible that the way is
opened from servitude and confusion to that willingly co-operative state
which is the modern ideal.97

In recalling that it is for the good of the commonwealth faculty may
find a way to revive their fellow-citizens’ commitment to higher
education, shake off their own traditional docility and resume the
long-term struggle for a genuine university.
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